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SYSTEM!

G R A D E S  K– 6

Plan powerful, data-driven instruction
to pinpoint students’ literacy goals



GET A COMPREHENSIVE VIEW  
OF EACH STUDENT

Guided reading is one of the most powerful instructional methods any teacher 
can use to help students become independent readers. Jan Richardson and 
Maria Walther know how overwhelming it can be to assess a classroom of students 
within the first 25 days of school, which is why they streamlined the process. 

The Next Step Guided Reading Assessment solution:
•  Assesses students’ reading skills comprehensively, inviting students to read closely 

and give text-based answers

•  Provides literary and informational texts that meet higher standards 

•  Guides teachers to make data-driven instructional decisions that harness the 
power of guided reading to move students toward increasingly complex texts



Now teachers have a time-saving assessment tool designed to pinpoint their teaching 
focus, select texts, and plan and teach powerful guided reading lessons in four easy steps.

scholastic.com/NextStepGuidedReading 1

Reading Interest Survey  
(whole class)

Reveals students’ reading interests so teachers 
can match readers to just-right texts.

1

Word-Knowledge Inventory  
(whole class)

Helps teachers select word-study activities that 
teach phonics and phonemic awareness skills 
that students need.

2

Comprehension Assessment  
(whole class)

Evaluates students’ higher-level thinking skills 
and helps teachers focus comprehension 
strategy instruction.

3

Reading Assessment Conference  
(one-on-one)

Determines students’ instructional reading 
levels for guided reading placement and 
focused lessons.

4

ASSESS IN  
FOUR EASY STEPS 



The data management system offers:
•  Real-time reporting for teachers and administrators to easily monitor progress

•    A NEW grouping tool with “drag and drop” to organize students as teachers see fit

•  Access to all K–6 assessments to address the needs of all students within a class

•    Detailed reports at the student and classroom levels target goals for whole-class and  
small-group instruction

•  Automated calculation for comprehension, accuracy, and self-correction rates

•  Detailed school-level reports for administrators

•  Year-over-year student data transfer

•  Video tutorials to support teachers’ professional learning

•  Clever technology integration for faster district rostering 

2

ORGANIZE STUDENT DATA QUICKLY  
TO HELP MAKE TEACHING DECISIONS

Track growth
within entire
classes
throughout
the year.
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Create custom 
groups by reading 
level/stages or 
instructional need.

Administrators can 
track each school and
review grade-level 
benchmark reports.

Monitor student progress 
throughout the year.

Print comprehensive 
reports for parent-
teacher conferences.



PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH 
DATA-DRIVEN INSTRUCTION  

4

Reproducible 
Assessment  
Forms Book 
Includes everything 
you’ll need to 
administer the four 
assessments.

Assessment  
Conference Book 
A resource book with Quick 
Reference Guides makes it 
easy to administer and score 
Reading Records.

Organization Box
A sturdy storage box 
with hanging folders 
keeps assessment 
materials organized 
and easily accessible.
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Quick Reference: Coding Miscues
On.the.Reading.Record,.you.code.errors.by.noting.which.cueing.
system(s).the.child.is.using.to.try.to.figure.out.unknown.words ..
The.three.cueing.systems.are.coded.as.M.for.meaning,.S.for.syntax.
(or.sentence.structure),.and.V.for.visual ..To.analyze.an.error,.ask.
yourself.these.three.simple.questions:

Meaning (M). .Does.the.miscue.make.sense.in.the.sentence?.
If.so,.the.child.is.using.meaning.cues.to.try.to..
figure.out.that.word .

I can go to the store with my friends.

The.substitution.makes.sense,.so.it.is.coded.M .

Syntax (S). .Does.the.miscue.follow.the.grammar.rules.of.
Standard.English?.If.so,.the.child.is.using.syntax..
or.sentence.structure.to.try.to.figure.out.that.word .

She saw a snake slithering by. 

The.substitution.works.syntactically—it.is.a.noun—so.it.is.coded.S .

Visual (V). .Is.the.miscue.visually.similar.to.the.word.in.the.text.
(same.beginning,.ending.sound,.similar.length.and..
so.on)?.If.so,.the.child.is.using.visual.cues.as.he.or..
she.attempts.to.figure.out.that.word .

Most owls sleep in the daytime. 

This.substitution.is.similar.visually,.sharing.several.letters.with.the..
actual.word,.so.it.is.coded.V .

In.the.first.example.above,.substituting.park.for.store.makes.sense.
(M).and.works.syntactically.(S),.so.the.miscue.would.be.coded.M/V ..In.
the.second.example,.substituting.snack.for.snake.works.syntactically.
(S).and.visually.(V),.but.it.does.not.make.sense,.so.it.would.be.coded.
S/V ..See.page.65.for.a.sample.reading.record.and.our.analysis.of.the.
student’s.miscues .

snack

park

datim
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      FLUENCY RUBRIC

◆ word-by-word reading

◆ no expression

◆  moderately slow reading in 
two- or three-word phrases

◆ some expression

◆  phrased but some rough spots

◆  appropriate expression most 
of the time

◆  smooth reading with a few pauses

◆  consistent appropriate expression

1

2

4

3

3

       ANALYZE ERRORS AND
STRATEGY USE

Analyze errors and self-corrections to determine 
whether the student is using meaning cues (M), 
structure cues (S), or visual cues (V); record the 
cues the student uses for each error. 

What problem-solving strategies  
does the reader use?

❑ picture clues

❑ rereading

❑ cross-checking

❑ letter-sound clues

❑  no observable strategies

Is the reader self-monitoring?

❑ yes       ❑ sometimes       ❑ no

2

1

Assess: Decoding & Fluency
Directions: Share the book introduction; invite the student to read the text aloud. Record errors and self corrections, using the 
Key Recording Conventions. Analyze the student’s errors and strategy use, answering the questions at right; see the Assessment 
Conference Book for complete guidelines. Assess fluency with the rubric below; circle the rating. Then flip to the back to complete 
the assessment. 

Student   Date 

Teacher   Grade 

Reading Record

STEP 4: Reading Record

Errors
➤  Write substituted word 

above correct word:

➤ Write O above omitted word.

➤ Write word with a caret.

➤ Write T for teacher assistance.

➤  Draw an arrow back to where the 
student reread. 

Self-Corrections
➤  Write SC for self-corrections.

(Self corrections do not count as errors.)

Key Recording Conventions

insertedv

cat
car

B My New School

LEVEL Literary Text

Cues Used

Pg # Errors SC M S V

2 Look! This is my new school.

3 Look! This is my new teacher.

4 Look! This is my new desk.

5 Look! This is my new book.

6 Look! This is my new friend.

7 Look! This is my new paintbrush.

8 Look! I can paint a picture!

 Total Errors   

Book Introduction: Read this book called My New School 
about a boy going to a new school.

Word Count: 42

Notes and Observations

NOTE: A child can use multiple cues on one 
miscue. Generally, if an error makes sense (M), 
it also matches correct sentence structure (S), 
so it would be coded M/S.
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Quick Reference

Reading Record Recording Conventions 

When the reader . . .
Use the following 
conventions . . . Example How to Score

Reads accurately Make a mark over each word Look at the big cat. No error

Substitutes the wrong word Write substituted word above text. Look at the big cat. 1 error

Makes multiple substitutions Record all attempts. Multiple substitutions, not corrected 1 error for each word in text

Multiple substitutions, self-corrected (SC) No error, 1 SC

Multiple misreadings of names/proper 
nouns

1 error first time missed, no error 
after that.

Misreading contractions (reads 
contraction as two words or two words  
as contraction)

1 error each time.

Self-corrects a previous error Write the error over the word, 
followed by SC.

Look at the big cat. No error, 1 SC

Rereads a word or phrase Draw an arrow back to the place 
where the student reread.

Look at the big cat. No error

Inserts a word Write the insertion using a caret. Look at the big cat. 1 error per word inserted

Omits a word Write an O above the omitted word. Look at the big cat. 1 error per word omitted

Gets stuck and you tell him/
her the word

Write a T for “TOLD.”
Look at the big cat.

1 error

Appeals for help and you 
respond, “You try it.”

Write an A.

We like to make a dot for each 
second the child is stuck to see how 
long it takes him or her to attempt a 
different strategy or appeal for help.

Look at the big cat.

If the child then reads correct 
word, no error

If the child substitutes or omits 
the word, or you have to supply it, 
1 error

Adapted from Clay, 2000, pp. 11–13.

car

car/SC

O

very

T

• • •

A
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My Reading Interests
Which topics are your favorites? Circle your top five.

Mammals Bugs
Reptiles/ 

Amphibians
Sea Creatures

Space Nature Building Transportation

Famous People Places Sports Hobbies

Princesses Superheroes Adventures Fairy Tales

What’s the best book you’ve ever read? Why?

Name 
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      FLUENCY RUBRIC

◆ word-by-word reading

◆ no expression

◆  moderately slow reading in 
two- or three-word phrases

◆ some expression

◆  phrased but some rough spots

◆  appropriate expression most 
of the time

◆  smooth reading with a few pauses

◆  consistent appropriate expression

1

2

4

3

3

       ANALYZE ERRORS AND
STRATEGY USE

Analyze errors and self-corrections to determine 
whether the student is using meaning cues (M), 
structure cues (S), or visual cues (V); record the 
cues the student uses for each error. 

What problem-solving strategies  
does the reader use?

❑ picture clues

❑ rereading

❑ cross-checking

❑ letter-sound clues

❑  no observable strategies

Is the reader self-monitoring?

❑ yes       ❑ sometimes       ❑ no

2

Assess: Decoding & Fluency
Directions: Share the book introduction; invite the student to read the text aloud. Record errors and self corrections, using the 
Key Recording Conventions. Analyze the student’s errors and strategy use, answering the questions at right; see the Assessment 
Conference Book for complete guidelines. Assess fluency with the rubric below; circle the rating. Then flip to the back to complete 
the assessment. 

Student   Date 

Teacher   Grade 

Reading Record

STEP 4: Reading Record

Errors
➤  Write substituted word 

above correct word:

➤ Write O above omitted word.

➤ Write word with a caret.

➤ Write T for teacher assistance.

➤  Draw an arrow back to where the 
student reread. 

Self-Corrections
➤  Write SC for self-corrections.

(Self corrections do not count as errors.)

Key Recording Conventions

insertedv

cat
car

1 Book Introduction: This story is about a camping trip Marco and 
his dad go on together. Read to find out why the title is  
Things Couldn’t Get Worse.

Have the student read the rest of the text silently. Begin analyzing the student’s 
errors and strategy use while he or she finishes.

Word Count: 115

Cues Used

Pg # Errors SC M S V

2

The day of our backpacking trip had finally 

arrived! My dad and I were going hiking 

at Eagle Lake. My sister Lena couldn’t go, 

though. She had a soccer game.

3

“Next time!” Dad promised. 

Lena frowned. She loves soccer, but she loves 

camping more.

4

When we started walking, the sky was clear 

and sunny. An hour later, the sky turned 

black. Huge raindrops splattered on our faces 

and clothes.

5

“Marco!” Dad shouted. “Do you want to go 

back to the car?” 

“No way,” I thought. I had looked forward 

to this trip for too long, so I shook my head. 

It was just a little storm. I didn’t think things 

could get any worse until . . .

 Total Errors   

N Things Couldn’t Get Worse

LEVEL Literary Text

 Sturdy
Storage Box 

+
 hanging folders  

for each level

Inside Each Kit 
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Reading Interest Survey
Class Profile • Grade 2

Reading and Me My Reading Interests

1

Likes to 
Read

+, 3, –

2

Reads at 
Home
+, 3, –

3

Reads 
e-books

4 
Kinds of Texts Animals

Science  
Topics

Social  
Studies Topics

Make-Believe 
Worlds

Student St
or

y B
oo

ks

Co
mi

c B
oo

ks

Ma
ga

zin
es

Ch
ap

te
r B

oo
ks

Inf
o. 

on
 In
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rn

et

No
nfi
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Ma
mm

als

Bu
gs

Re
p/

Am
p.

Se
a C

re
at

ur
es

Sp
ac

e

Na
tu

re

Bu
ild

ing

Tra
ns

po
rta

tio
n

Pe
op

le

Pl
ac

es

Sp
or

ts

Ho
bb

ies

Pr
inc

es
se

ss

Su
pe

rh
er

oe
s

Ad
ve

nt
ur

e

Fa
iry

 Ta
le

s

Notes
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

Directions: Record student data from 
the Reading Interest Survey. 

Date 

 150 
Ready-to-Use 

Forms
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Original Assessment Texts 
Each kit provides engaging literary and informational assessment texts created with the standards 
in mind. The Grades K–2 kit includes a 38-book library with extra texts at levels A–E for monitoring 
progress. The Grades 3–6 kit includes 32 short high-interest text cards.

Teacher’s Guide 
The comprehensive 
teacher’s guide shows 
how to use each 
assessment to plan 
whole- and small-group 
instruction and includes 
step-by-step directions 
for administering, 
scoring, and analyzing 
each assessment.  

LEVEL N • 411 Words 

Ellen Is 
Missing
By Carol Ghiglieri

Matt’s sister, Anna, had a pet 

spider named Ellen. It was a trap-door 

spider that Anna found in the yard. The spider 

lived in a glass jar on Anna’s windowsill. It was dark brown and about 

the size of a walnut. It was friendly and perfectly harmless.  

Now, Matt wasn’t scared of many things. He wasn’t afraid of 

thunderstorms. He didn’t mind the dark. He even thought snakes were 

pretty cool. But there was one thing he was totally frightened of. Spiders! 

He was terrified of big spiders. He was terrified of little spiders. He 

was even terrified of teeny-tiny spiders. He was afraid of them all! 

Anna thought Matt’s fear was silly. She’d studied spiders in school 

and learned all about them. She thought spiders were fascinating. 

“Did you know that a spider’s silk is so strong it can withstand even 

more force than steel?” she asked Matt.  

“No,” he said. 

“Did you know there are 40,000 different kinds of spiders? Wow! Just 

THINK about all those spiders!”

Matt didn’t want to think about 40,000 spiders. Thinking about 

spiders made his skin crawl. And secretly, he worried that being scared of 

spiders meant he was a wimp.

One morning, Matt heard Anna scream in her room. He went to see 

what was wrong. 

Literary Text: Fiction

LEVEL K • 321 Words 

By Angela Kaplan

Do you like to eat sunflower seeds? Those crunchy little seeds 
sure taste good. But sunflower seeds are much more than a tasty 
snack. Those small seeds can grow up to become giant sunflowers. 
How do they grow from seeds to sunflowers? 
 
Getting Started 

Every sunflower begins as a tiny seed. If a 
sunflower seed is going to become a sunflower, 
it must be planted in the ground. Spring is the 
best time to plant the seeds. That is when the 
soil is wet from rain showers and is beginning to 
warm up after winter. To sprout, sunflower seeds 
need warmth and water. About a week after the 
seed is planted, the seed bursts open. Then a tiny 
sunflower plant begins to grow.

What happens next? The young plant sends 
roots down into the soil. The soil has good things 
in it that feed the plant. The plant also begins to 
grow its stem up toward the sky. It breaks through 
the soil. Small leaves also begin to form. At this 
stage, the young plant is called a “seedling.”

Informational Text

From Seed  
to Sunflower

seed

seedling

LEVEL Y • 456 Words 

Microchips 
to the Rescue!

By Carol Ghiglieri

In 2006, a black and orange house cat named 
Willow wandered away from her home in Boulder, 
Colorado. In hopes of tracking Willow down, her 
owners put up “Lost Cat” fliers all around town, but 
they had no luck. Nobody called to say they’d seen 
Willow. Eventually the family gave up all hope of ever 
seeing their beloved kitty again. 

Stray Cat Mystery
Fast forward to 2011. One day in early September a man spotted a cat 

slinking along a busy street in New York City. The cat had no collar, so the man 
assumed she was a stray. He took the cat to an animal shelter, where it was soon 
discovered that the black and orange cat was none other than Willow—some 
1,800 miles from her Colorado home. 

The workers at the animal shelter 
were able to perform this impressive bit 
of feline sleuthing thanks to the wonders 
of microchip technology. When Willow 
was just a kitten, her owners had a tiny 
microchip implanted under the skin 
on her back. Now, five years after she 
disappeared, the shelter was able to use 
the microchip to track down Willow’s 
owners and return her to them, safe  
and sound.  

COLORADO

 NEW 
YORKBOULDER

NYC

WHERE WILLOW WENT

= travel distanceKEY

Informational Text

to the Rescue!

Willow in the animal shelter

LEVEL O • 408 Words 

By Kathy Murray

In 1912, workers put the finishing touches 

on the Titanic. The Titanic was the biggest ship in the world. It stretched 

as long as three football fields. It was as tall as an eleven-story building. 

The completed ship weighed 46,000 tons. And it cost ten million dollars  

to build!

The owners of the Titanic declared the ocean liner “unsinkable.” They 

believed it would stay afloat, no matter what. For its maiden voyage, the 

ship was scheduled to sail from England to the United States. It would 

dock at the port of New York City.  

Molly Brown bought a ticket for the Titanic’s very first trip. She had 

been visiting France when she got some upsetting news. Her young 

grandson back home 

in Colorado was  

sick. Molly wanted  

to return to America 

right away so she 

could be with him.  

In those days, there  

were no airplanes.  

Literary Text: Biography

THE UNSINKABLE  

Molly 
Brown

LEVEL O • 388 Words 

People always talk about how incredible it would be to travel to Mars 

or some other distant planet. Yet some of the largest places that have 

never been visited are right here on Earth. The ocean is full of amazing 

unexplored areas! 

The ocean is huge. That’s because a lot more 

of the Earth is covered with water than with land. 

Imagine the Earth is a pie cut into ten slices. 

Seven of the slices would be made up of ocean, 

and only three slices would be made up of land. 

That’s why when astronauts view the Earth from 

space it looks blue rather than green.  

 
The Unknown Ocean

Oceans contain large areas that have never been explored by 

humans. Deep under the ocean, it’s very cold and very dark. But with 

special equipment, scientists can see the bottom of the ocean. They do 

this by sending remote control submarines down into the ocean. The 

submarines have cameras that let the scientists see what’s there. So 

far, they’ve discovered underwater plains, 

mountains, vast canyons, and  

even volcanoes. 

The ocean is surprisingly deep.  

In fact, one spot is deeper than the  

height of any mountain on Earth.  

Deep Sea Exploration

Water 70%

Land 30%

Informational Text

Deep Sea Exploration
By Steve Katz

LEVEL V • 530 Words 

The Cupcake King
By Carol Ghiglieri

Max desperately wanted to be good at something. He wasn’t good at 
basketball and he wasn’t great at math. He didn’t have much talent for the 
drums, although he loved to play them more than anything. He did happen to 
be exceptionally good at sleeping through his alarm clock when it went off in the 
morning at 6:45, but no one gives out prizes for that. 

Then one day Max discovered something he was really good at: cupcakes. 
It was his sister’s birthday, and Max was feeling generous, so he offered to bake 
some cupcakes for her party. He went into the kitchen and invented his very own 
recipe for Banana Blueberry Double Chocolate Chip Cupcakes. Max’s cupcakes 
were a hit! Everyone said they were the best cupcakes they’d ever had. Ever. His 
sister anointed him the “Cupcake King.”

Pretty soon word got around about Max’s killer cupcakes, and suddenly Max 
was fielding requests from all over the neighborhood. Mrs. Hempel asked if Max 
could make a batch for her son Dougie’s birthday party. Mr. Abrams asked if Max 
could make three dozen for his company’s spring picnic. Even Sally Tompkins, the 
owner of the bakery downtown, asked Max to make her a batch. 

People begged him for his 
recipe, but Max shook his head 
and told them it was a secret. 
If he gave away the recipe and 
people could make the cupcakes 
themselves, Max wouldn’t be 
the Cupcake King anymore. He 
would go back to being just 
plain old Max.

One day he got a call  
from a reporter with the local 
newspaper. She asked if she could 
come over and interview Max.  

Literary Text: Fiction

32
Text Cards

Levels
K–Z

38
Books
Levels
A–N

Inside Each Kit 

GRADES K–2 GRADES 3–6 
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Why Administer a Reading Interest Survey?
With the information you gather from the Reading Interest Survey you 

will be able to do the following:

 • Select for read-alouds texts that will build students’ background 

knowledge. This is crucial for ELLs who have limited 

background knowledge and book-related experiences. You can 

also use this information to expand advanced readers’ interests 

and understanding of different genres. In addition, reading aloud 

books that might pique the interest of a reluctant reader is one 

way to motivate him or her to read—especially if you hand that 

book to the reader right after you complete it.

 • Choose books for guided reading lessons to match a small 

group’s shared interests. 

 • Guide readers’ independent book choices.

 • Update and organize your classroom library. Keep the following 

questions in mind: Do I have books that match my students’ 

interests? Are they organized so that readers can easily locate the 

books they want to read? Can I feature students’ favorite books on a 

special shelf or in a basket? 

What the Research Says
interested readers are motivated to spend more time reading. Research shows that the amount of time 
students spend reading outside of school was the best predictor of several measures of reading 
achievement (Anderson, Wilson, & Fielding, 1988). In fact, according to Gambrell (2011), a study 
conducted by the Program for International Student Assessment (Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development, 2010) found that “students who enjoyed reading the most performed 
significantly better than students who enjoyed reading the least” (p. 178). Simply said, the more 
time children spend reading, the more likely they will become proficient readers (Newkirk, 2009).

interested readers are motivated to read more-complex texts. Readers who are interested in and have 
background knowledge about a topic can read more challenging texts. In fact, “students’ abilities 
to read text rise to meet the level of their background knowledge and interests” (Opitz, Ford, & 
Erekson, p. 3, 2011).

interested readers are more engaged and motivated. Engagement is strongly related to 
reading achievement (Cipielewski & Stanovich, 1992). Interestingly, it has been found 
that children with a higher motivation to read outperform students with lower reading 
engagement even if they are from similar family backgrounds (Guthrie, Schafer, & 
Huang, 2001).
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Assess
Get to Know Your readers

A re you ready to get started? We are! In this section of the guide, we’ll tell you everything you need 
to know in order to complete the first 25 days of assessment that we outlined on pages 16–17. 
Once you know how to do this, re-administering the assessment midyear and at the end of the year 

will be simple. For each step of the assessment, you will find the following helpful information:

 ➤A quick description of the assessment. 

 ➤The reasons this particular step of assessment is important. Here we’ll explain the importance 

of taking time away from instruction to administer this step of the assessment. We know how 

challenging this can be, especially at the beginning of the year when you have so much you want 

to teach your students. In the end, we’re sure that you will see how the minutes you invest in this 

assessment, especially at the beginning of the year, will pay off for the remaining hours, days, and 

weeks you and your young readers are together. 

 ➤A summary of the pertinent research. Refer to the information in this section when you 

are explaining the results and your instructional decisions to the students’ parents and other 

professionals who are helping you support that student.

 ➤Step-by-step directions for administering the assessment. We will detail the following:

 • Materials needed

 • Time needed

 • Procedures 

 • Introduction to the assessment in kid-friendly language

 • Troubleshooting tips

 ➤How to score the assessment. Yes! This is always the fun part, isn’t it? If you’re like us, you might 

carry the assessments back and forth to school for a few days, but when you finally sit down to 

score them, it really doesn’t take that long. Don’t worry, we’ve done everything possible to make the 

procedures for scoring and recording as straightforward as possible.
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Step 1  Reading Interest Survey

Discovering Reading Habits  
and Preferences 
Think about the children who share your classroom or teaching space. 

What are their interests? What do they tell you about when they walk 

into your room? Are they animal lovers, did they lose their first tooth, are 

they involved in sports, or would they rather play with their Legos and 

pretend they are Spiderman? As teachers, we tuck this information away 

or jot it down because we know that building on these interests is one of 

the ways we bond with our students. For young readers, this knowledge 

is helpful as we guide them to discover and broaden their interests and 

match them with books that they can’t wait to read. 

What Is a Reading Interest Survey?
A reading interest survey offers students an opportunity to tell you 

a bit more about their interests. Although it would be ideal to have 

an individual conversation with each child, we know that is nearly 

impossible. So in the K–2 kit, you will find two types of Reading Interest 

Surveys. The first is a Home Reading Interest Survey to reproduce and 

send home to students’ families in order to discover the child’s interests 

and reading habits from a parent’s perspective. We’ve found that asking 

parents about their child’s interests is a quick way to learn more about 

students in those hectic first days of the school year. We’ve included a 

Spanish language version of the Home Reading Interest Survey as well. 

Of course, you may have parents who choose not to return 

the survey. And you may want to hear directly from your students 

themselves. So we’ve created three kid-friendly reading interest surveys 

for kindergarten, grade 1, and grade 2. These surveys are designed so 

that you can administer them to the whole class in about 30 minutes or 

less. Each will help you categorize your students’ reading interests into 

four broad categories:

 • Animals

 • Science Topics

 • Social Studies Topics

 • Make-Believe Worlds

Next Step Guided Reading Assessment, Grades K–2 © 2013, Scholastic Inc.

My child’s name 

Dear Families, 

This year we will work together to help your child grow as a reader. The more I know about your 

child’s interests, the better I will be able to match him or her with books he or she will enjoy.  

Please complete and return this survey by . 

What are your child’s likes/dislikes, interests, hobbies, special talents? 

Please check the topics your child likes to read about, and add any specific information that will  

help me find books your child will love—name of favorite animals, sports or hobbies, and so on.

  animals (mammals, bugs, reptiles/
amphibians, sea creatures)

  science topics (space, nature, 
building, transportation)

  social studies topics (famous people, 
places, sports, hobbies)

  make-believe worlds (princesses, 
superheroes, adventures, fairy tales)

 other

Thank you for your time!

Home Reading Interest Survey. See page 5 in the 
Assessment Forms book.

 200+ 
PAGE

Teacher’s  
Guide



ADDRESS ESSENTIAL LITERACY SKILLS
From the key text features in the assessment texts to the evidence-based comprehension 
questions, Next Step Guided Reading Assessment provides teachers with a way to assess 
students and teach them the skills to meet higher standards.
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Foundational
Next Step
Assessment and
Teaching Tools

Print Concepts
Understand 
concepts of print

Phonological
Awareness
Demonstrate 
phonological
awareness

Phonics and 
Word
Recognition
Apply phonics 
and word 
analysis skills 
to encode and 
decode words

Fluency
Read with 
sufficient
accuracy and 
fluency to 
support
comprehension

Developmental
Word-Knowledge
Inventory

Pre-A Reading
Assessment

Reading 
Assessment
Conference
Reading Records

Guided Reading
Lesson Plans
(Pre-A, Emergent, 
Early, Transitional, 
and Fluent)
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Literary and Informational Texts
Next Step
Assessment and
Teaching Tools

Key Ideas and 
Details
Identify main 
ideas and key 
details; make 
inferences; 
analyze 
relationships

Craft and 
Structure
Identify text 
structures and 
craft elements; 
determine word 
meanings

Integration of
Knowledge 
and Ideas
Analyze 
relationships 
within and 
among texts

Range of 
Reading and 
Level of Text 
Complexity
Understand 
oneself as a 
reader; set goals 
for increasing 
challenges

Reading Interest
Survey

Comprehension
Assessment

Reading
Assessment
Conference
Reading Records

Guided Reading 
Lesson Plans
(Emergent, Early,
Transitional, and 
Fluent)
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ABOUT THE  
AUTHORS

With more than 65 years of combined experience, Jan Richardson and Maria Walther have drawn 
on their deep understanding of the needs of schools, teachers, and students to create Next Step 
Guided Reading Assessment—an Assess-Decide-Guide teaching system that helps every reader 
reach the next level.

Jan Richardson, Ph.D., is the best-
selling author of The Next Step Forward 
in Guided Reading, an educational 
consultant, and a leading expert in 
guided reading. Jan’s work is informed 
by her experience as a reading specialist, 
Reading Recovery teacher leader, lead staff 
developer, and teacher of every grade from 
kindergarten through high school.

Maria Walther, Ed.D., is an expert 
in early literacy with more than three 
decades of experience as a first-grade 
teacher in the Chicago area. She is the 
author of six professional books, including 
Month-by-Month Reading Instruction 
for the Differentiated Classroom and 
Transforming Literacy Teaching in the  
Era of Higher Standards. 
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More resources from Jan Richardson and Maria Walther

BY MARIA WALTHER

BY JAN RICHARDSON

And 
more! 



For more information about Next Step Guided Reading 
Assessment, please contact us at:

NATIONAL SUPPORT CENTER 
Phone: 800-387-1437 
Fax: 877-242-5865

2315 Dean Street, Suite 600 
St. Charles, IL 60175

SCHLEducation@scholastic.com

scholastic.com/NextStepGuidedReading
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